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With its focus of “Construction in a Changing World”, the Conference provided a forum for researchers worldwide to debate and exchange ideas and experiences on a broad range of issues. Driven by technology innovation, demographic growth, environmental change, a new economic order and a strong undercurrent of social and political desire for change, the world is changing quickly. Construction doesn’t exist in isolation and, in a fast-changing world, the sector has the vital role of providing the requisite built environment to meet the challenges presented by these changes. In order to deliver value, maintain competitiveness and address the needs of society, the construction industry will need to develop its capabilities for managing innovation and technical change.
The Conference brought together resources and knowledge across different fields, technologies and disciplines to deal with the major challenges that construction professionals will be confronted with in the coming years.

All of the papers to be presented at the Conference were selected on the basis of double blind peer review by the scientific committee members and paper reviewers to ensure a good quality standard. This book was intended for both navigation tool for delegates at the Conference and as a summary record of the papers.

**Availability**

Copies may be ordered by contacting:
CIB International Conference 2014
School of the Built Environment
Maxwell Building 4th Floor
The University of Salford
The Crescent
Salford M5 4WT
UK

Enquiries:
Tel: +44 (0)161 295 4600
Fax: +44(0)161 295 5011
e-mail: admin@disaster-resilience.net

An electronic version is available in the near future from ICONDA®CIBlibrary.

**Additional Information**

You can find more information on the activities of CIB W055 [here](#), W065 [here](#), W089 [here](#), W092 [here](#), W096 [here](#), W102 [here](#), W117 [here](#).

For CIB TG72 see [here](#), TG74 [here](#), TG81 [here](#) and TG83 [here](#).